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Last week I was fortunate enough to spend some time
traveling through the Rocky Mountains in Colorado and New
Mexico.  This trip, as with most of the others I've taken,
reminded me of how amazing our country really is.  Every
state has its own beauty; we just have to be able to see it.  

Obviously, trips to the mountains or our beaches make seeing
the beauty easy, but let's not forget the Heartland where the
miles upon miles of waving wheat create a majestic sight, or
our vast deserts with tons of history.  Amazing things happen
in the desert after dark, but you have to see it to believe it. 

Traveling through Tucumcari, N.M. I
was surprised to find a dinosaur museum.  Quite impressive,
some of those suckers were really big.

Next time you get to take a road trip, skip the interstates and
take the back roads. You may be surprised what you find. I promise it's worth the
trouble.  

John Barnett
QuanTEM Laboratories
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New treatment can stop tumors from asbestos in up to 3
out of 4 cases 
By Peter Dockrill, http://www.sciencealert.com/

One of the most chilling facts about asbestos is
that harmful exposure to the dangerous
substance can take decades to reveal itself, at
which point conventional cancer treatments

such as chemotherapy offer little hope to terminal patients.

However, a new treatment developed by scientists at the  University of
Technology, Sydney in Australia has been shown to arrest the development of
mesothelioma tumours, the cancer caused by asbestos exposure, in 60-80
percent of cases.

Mesothelioma is an aggressive, incurable cancer that occurs after asbestos
fibres become lodged in our lungs. The disease can take 20-50 years to present
itself, at which point most patients sadly don't have very long to live. The average
lifespan after a diagnosis of mesothelioma is nine months, with chemotherapy
only giving patients an extra three months in most cases.

The new compound discovered by UTS researchers could offer a lifeline to those
at risk. The reason asbestos is so dangerous is because lodged fibres can
cause cells to die off by suppressing the operation of our immune system. The
new treatment overcomes this mechanism at a genetic level, giving our natural
defences a chance to start fighting back against the fibres. Read More

Lead removal to close Edmond museum for
several months
By Diana Baldwin, http://newsok.com/

Oklahoma State Department of Environmental
Quality officials will close the Edmond Historical
Society and Museum force the closure of the
museum for several months to remove lead
fragments and lead dust in the basement. 
Lead fragments and lead dust in the basement
of the Edmond Historical Society and Museum
are scheduled to be removed from what was once a National Guard Armory
shooting range.

Work on the city-owned building by state Department of Environmental Quality
officials will force the closure of the museum for several months.

Museum staff said it also is time to renovate the rest of the 79-year-old building
and get rid of water leaks and mold.

Asbestos carpet glue in the collections storage area and carpet in the library will
be taken out, said Anita Schlaht, museum executive director.  State officials have
been cleaning armories throughout the state. Edmond's is one of the last seven to
get cleaned, Schlaht said.
Read More
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A Horrifying Look At
When We Didn't Know
Asbestos Could Kill Us

By Eric Limer,
http://www.popularmechanics.com/

Asbestos is a pretty fantastically useful
material. A naturally-occuring silicate material
that forms in hollow rock formations deep
underground, asbestos is a great sound
insulator, is terrifically fire resistant, and is
relatively affordable to produce. Also it will
probably give you lung cancer and kill you.  
 
You'll see a lot about the good parts and
nothing about the bad parts in this
retroactively chilling 1942 video from British
PathÃ©. 

By the 1940s when this film was made, the
dangerous qualities of asbestos were starting
to be understood. The death of a factory
worker from asbestos-related illness in the UK
in 1924 sparked research which lead to the
regulation of its use in the UK by the early
1930s. The United States didn't follow suit until
years later,  and actively hid the danger from
the public. 

Asbestos is dangerous when its it is friable,
meaning that its natural fibers can be broken
apart into tiny strands and inhaled causing
mesothelioma. Asbestos garments are not

 

USDA Employees Removed From 'Toxic'
Offices
By Grant Hermes, News 9

After years of complaints of mold growing in their
offices, more than 50 U.S. Department of
Agriculture employees in Oklahoma have been
removed from their offices now deemed "too
toxic to work in."

The buildings in Pauls Valley, Eufaula and McAlester have all been evacuated.
They housed employees from the Farm Service Agency and the Natural
Resource Conservation Service.

 Employees were told to take what they could from their offices and leave. For
several employees, that meant relocating miles away from clients. For others, it
means moving into small trailers out of the building but still on site. Read More

Researcher finds more asbestos-like fibers in
Penokee Hills
By Danielle Kaeding, Wisconsin Public Radio

More asbestos-like fibers have been discovered
in rock samples from the Penokee Hills of
Northwestern Wisconsin, where a company had
proposed to build an open-pit iron mine. 

According to a northern Wisconsin geoscientist,
the greatest amounts of hazardous minerals are
in the western part of the range, including the area that mining outfit Gogebic
Taconite planned to develop before pulling out of the project earlier this year.

Northland College associate professor of geoscience Tom Fitz said there's an
approximately nine-mile stretch of the range with rock containing the long, slender
"asbestiform" crystals. The crystals are a form of mineral known to be linked to
mesothelioma, a rare type of lung cancer.

"In the stretch that's in Wisconsin between the western part of the Penokee
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particularly friable, so wearing an asbestos
suit like our friend in the video is not
necessarily a death sentence. 

Producing asbestos cloth on the other hand
would definitely expose workers to friable
asbestos. In general, folks who are involved in
the production of asbestos-related material
are most at risk of health problems. Roughly
100,000 people have died due to asbestos
exposure in the U.S., mostly thanks to
exposure during ship-making. Read More

Air Jordan Sneaker's
Moldy Defects Result in
Canceling Releases
By Andres Carrillo,
http://www.kicksonfire.com/

After having to  delay the release of the Air
Jordan 1 KO "Bred" a few weeks ago due to
some issues with mold, it seems like the same
exact incident is happening to Jordan Brand
once again.

It's being reported that some pairs of the
upcoming  Air Jordan 6 Low GS "Fuchsia" 
may also be contaminated with mold.

Read More
 

Range over to Ironwood, the area near Mellen, is the area that has the greatest
potential to have the asbestiform variety," Fitz said.
He said the asbestiform minerals show up in the Tyler Forks River and become
abundant in some areas between there and southwest of Mellen. Read More

HUD gives $101M to communities for lead
paint, home hazard removal
By Trey Garrison, http://www.housingwire.com/

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development awarded over $101 million to 32 city,
county and state governments.

The grant funding announced will reduce the number of lead-poisoned children
and protect families by targeting health hazards in over 6,000 low-income homes
with significant lead and/or other home health and safety hazards.

Earlier this week in Baltimore, Maryland, HUD Secretary JuliÃ¡n Castro
announced the funding during a news conference with Baltimore Mayor Stephanie
Rawlings-Blake as part of the Green & Healthy Homes Initiative Back to School
event, promoting healthier housing to improve school outcomes.

The City of Baltimore is one of the grantees.

HUD's Lead Hazard Control grant programs has a demonstrated history of
success, filling critical needs in urban communities where no other resources
exist to address substandard housing that threatens the health of the most
vulnerable residents. Read More

VA Employee sickened by mold says Federal
Workers' Comp Insurance won't cover her
medical needs
By Adam Walser, http://www.abcactionnews.com/

Earlier this month, mold was reported inside the St.
Petersburg VA Regional Benefits Office, which
employees claimed is making them sick.
Now a woman who says she has suffered chronic
problems as a result of her exposure there claims she
can't get the medical care she needs.  
 
"My first symptom was just absolute bone-numbing fatigue, then lungs, sinuses,
terrible infections," said Aileen Mullin.

She was granted workers' comp in 2012 after doctors determined that mold inside
the St. Petersburg benefits office where she works made her sick. 

Multiple reports show mold has been detected in the building for several years. 
Constant leaks from a skylight and the roof have been blamed for the problem. 

"January 2012 was when I was taken out in an ambulance," said Mullin.

Since suffering her first life-threatening asthma attack, Mullin has depended on
nebulizers, inhalers and prescription drugs to breathe.
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Qualifying for workers'  comp has created additional issues, since her regular
employee health insurance coverage no longer applies to any respiratory-related
claims. Read More

Elementary school closed due to mold,
asbestos
By PJ Randhawa & Alexandra Martellaro, http://www.ksdk.com/

Dozens of Illinois students who planned to head
back to class next week will not be returning to
their elementary school after the discovery of
mold growing over asbestos.

The superintendent of Centralia City Schools
says Schiller Elementary School will be closed until at least the end of September.
All classes will be moving to a nearby Christian church. Administrators say the
move is a matter of health and safety.  Parents NewsChannel 5 spoke to were
shocked to learn what was growing inside the school.

"We have two days to pack," Laveta Middleton, a First grade teacher at Schiller
Elementary School, said.

"The insulation is made out of asbestos, and you can see the mold that's growing
on it," said Amanda Marshall, Schiller Elementary School Principal.

Marshall says the mold and asbestos in the building will be removed by the end of
September.   Read More

Lead-poisoning settlement deals draw
scrutiny, calls for reform
By Timothy B. Wheeler and John Fritze, http://www.baltimoresun.com/

Maryland lawmakers vowed Thursday to investigate
and clamp down on companies that "buy" lawsuit
settlements after learning that hundreds of lead-
poisoning victims in Baltimore had signed away their
court-approved rights to long-term financial support in
return for quick cash worth only a fraction of what they
were due.

Attorney General Brian E. Frosh said his office would work to strengthen
Maryland's law regulating purchases of so-called "structured settlements" when
the General Assembly meets in January. But he also pledged to investigate the
companies involved and go after them if his staff determines they broke the law
as it stands now.

"We want to be able to take action to protect people from this kind of scam and
see if we can help the folks that have already been victimized," Frosh said.

State legislators and members of Maryland's congressional delegation joined in
expressing dismay and pledging change in reaction to a Washington Post report
this week on companies that struck deals with lead-poisoning victims to swap
guaranteed regular payments over years for much smaller one-time payouts.
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One lead-poisoning victim has filed a lawsuit in Baltimore Circuit Court saying she
had been misled into agreeing to such a deal. Read More

What to Do If Your House Has Mold 
(Or You Think It Does)
By Geoff Williams, http://money.usnews.com/

Mold. The very word can put terror into the eyes
of a homeowner. After all,  mold in your home
 can make you and your family sick. If nothing
else, it looks disgusting. But it can also weaken
your walls, ceilings and floor. And if you try to
sell a house known to have mold, you might as
well put a sign on your front lawn that reads:

"Not For Sale." 

Testing for mold is probably the last thing  any  homeowner wants to do because
mold testing can be expensive, and there are plenty of horror stories out there.
Several years ago, Gayle Lynn Falkenthal, who owns a public relations consulting
company in San Diego, had a "wicked case of mold" in her kitchen.

"I had no idea it was developing until I could smell it," Falkenthal says.

It turned out to be mold that had developed due to a slow plumbing leak, and by
the time she could smell the mold, it was so bad, she ended up having to hire a 
flood restoration team to gut her kitchen, remove the mold and rebuild a new one
during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. The mold removal alone - not
including the cost of rebuilding her kitchen - set her back $15,000.

"My house looked like a hazmat scene," Falkenthal says, adding that on the
bright side, "That's one way to get a new kitchen." Read More
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